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QUESTION 1

If Dynamic IP Address Allocation is being configured in Isilon SmartConnect, which policy setting needs to be
determined? 

A. Rebalance 

B. Load Balancing 

C. Static 

D. Dynamic 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A telecommunications company has a substantial amount of data. This data is being created by network elements within
their environment. 

The company wants to change the way the network elements Call Detail Records (CDR) are stored and analyzed. The
existing infrastructure consolidates all of the CDRs into a table structure, and then ingests them into a large database.
Once ingested, a query engine accesses the database and performs analysis on these files. The system is functional;
however, since the amount of CDRs generated will increase exponentially over the next year, the company is open to
alternatives for storing and analyzing these records. 

In evaluating alternatives, the key requirements are to reduce cost, the amount of storage, and the amount of time to
analyze the data. The customer would like to use Hadoop to analyze the CDRs. 

After you have conducted an assessment of the workflow, you have recommended an Isilon Cluster to work within the
Hadoop environment. 

Considering the customer\\'s requirements, which is the best node type for the Isilon cluster? 

A. NL400 with 48GB RAM and no SSDs per node 

B. X400 with 96GB of RAM and no SSDs per node 

C. X400 with 24GB RAM and 1.6TB of SSD per node 

D. X200 with 24GB of RAM and 1.2TB of SSD per node 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer is considering moving their NAS data over to Isilon systems. They want to know if the Isilon systems have
any limitations regarding snapshots. 

What explanation can be provided? 
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A. There is no hard limit on snapshots. 

B. There is a limit of 1024 snapshots per cluster. 

C. There is a limit of 2048 snapshots per cluster. 

D. There is a limit of 2048 snapshots per directory. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A Media and Entertainment company is considering changing from 2K resolution to 4K resolution. They will continue to
use the DNxHD 220 codec. 

Assuming everything else stays the same, how will this change affect storage? 

A. Storage will be half as large 

B. Storage requirements will not change 

C. Storage will be twice as large 

D. Storage will be four times as large 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the behavior of the Isilon time and date settings and what is the best practice? 

A. SMB time sync takes precedence over the NTP service SMB time is enabled by default on the cluster Best Practice:
do not use SMB time, use NTP for cluster and Domain Controller 

B. NTP service takes precedence over SMB time sync SMB time is enabled by default on the cluster Best Practice: do
not use NTP time, use SMB for cluster and Domain Controller 

C. NTP service takes precedence over SMB time sync SMB time is enabled by default on the cluster Best Practice: do
not use SMB time, use NTP for cluster and Domain Controller 

D. SMB time sync takes precedence over the NTP service SMB time is not enabled by default on the cluster Best
Practice: do not use NTP time, use SMB for cluster and Domain Controller 

Correct Answer: C 
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